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ABSTRACT 

In this paper the effect of an electromagnetic field on the pro

pagation of a pure torsional elastic wave in a conducting circular cyl

inder ~ s investigated. The general field equations and boundary con

ditions are linearized and the equations of motion for an infinitely long 

circular rod are obtained for the particular electromagnetic field con

figurations considered. 

The torsional motion of a solid rod in a steady axial magnetic 

field with and without a steady electric field is considered. In the first 

case it is found that a pure torsional mode will not propagate. In the 

second case a pure torsional mode will propagate and its frequency 

equation is obtained. The results for a perfect conductor are com

pared to a real material. 

The torsional motion of a hollow rod in a steady tangential 

magnetic field with and without a steady axial electric field is consider

ed. Without the electric field the equations are completely uncoupled 

and the solution is the standard elastic one. The electric field intro

duces coupling via the induced magnetic field. The equations of mo

tion are obtained, however the actual solutions are not obtained due 

to the mathematical complexity involved. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

B magnetic flux density 

D dielectric displacement 

E electric field intensity 

H magnetic field intensity 

j current density 

u ......, particle displacement 
1 

v magnetic velocity = (!lH I p)2 
m z 

l 

v . ......, shear velocity = (GI p)z s 

e inductive capacity 

)., G Lame constants for an· elastic solid 

1-1 magnetic permeability 

p material density 

Pe charge density 

CJ conductivity 

,. skin depth; 1 IT 2 
=O'WIJ 

w frequency of torsional wave 
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SECTION A: · INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

I. Introduction 

In the past few years a considerable amount of research has 

been focused on extensions of dynamical theories of continuous 

media to cases where a magnetic field is present. The subject of 

magnetohydrodynamics is tne most notable of these witn an exten

sive research program now in progress. The field of magneto

elasticity had received little attention until 1956 and even now is 

not nearly as well studied as magnetohydrodynamics. 

The early studies in magnetoelasticity were conducted by 

Knopoff (l), Chadwick (Z), and Kaliski <3 • 4 • 5) The motivation for 

the first two was to determine the effect of the terrestrial mag

netic field on seismic waves. The results of these studies were 

to conclude that the effect was too · small to be of importance in 

this area. On the other hand Kaliski viewed the problem as one 

in applied mathematics and proceeded to work out the equations of 

motion in general for an elastic and inelastic anisotropic solid. 

The majority of this work was for a perfectly conducting infinite 

solid with the exception of reference (5) which is concerned with 

Rayleigh waves in a half space. Percival (6) and Miles (?) con

cerned themselves with a thin shell in a magnetic field . Dunkin 

and Eringen' s (S) study was quite similar in approach to that of 

Chadwick except that they included the effect of an electric field 

as well as a magnetic one. Also, in addition to considering an in

finite medium, they solved the problem of a limited class of vib

rations of an infinite flat plate . 

The sole experimental investigation that appears in the litera

ture was by Winnett ( 9~ who considered the lo~gitudinal vibration of 

a circular rod. His results were in fair agreement with the li

nearized theory and his experiment pointed out the difficulty in ob

taining an accurate measurement of such a small effect . 

In general most of the previous investigations were made 

either for a perfect conductor or an infinite medium, or both. The 



· purpose of the present investigation was to include the effects of 

both finite conductivity and the boundary for one particular geo

metry. Therefore an effort was made to select a problem for 

which the elastic solution would be quite simple. The torsional 

problem of a circular cylinder was chosen. The investigation was 

further limited to pure torsional waves in an infinite rod. 

2 

The scope of the investigation was to obtain the equations of 

motion for the configurations selected and to investigate the coup

ling of the elastic waves and the electromagnetic fields. An under

lying aim of this investigation was to choose the configuration most 

suitable for an experimental investigation. The approach presented 

is similar to that of Chadwick and Dunkin and Eringeng but differs 

from that of Knopoff and Miles. 
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II. General Equations and Boundary Conditions 

In the problem of magnetoelasticity the coupling between an 

elastic wave propagating through a conducting medium and an elec

tromagnetic field is studied. The equations governing the electro

magnetic fields are the well known Maxwell's equations: 

-:-1 "7 ;;t:r 
VA'H '=/ 1-§7= (/) 

-... --. a# 
\11'£ ~~ =0 (~) 

V"· ,i7 =- 0 (3) 

V·D -;4- (/I,) 

where D is the dielectric displacement and H is the magnetic field 

intensity and these quantities are related to the electric field in

tensity and the magnetic flux density by the following relation 

...., I-
£-€0 

f-1. is the magnetic permeability and E the inductive capacity. The 

current equation for a linear isotropic conductor is: 

where tT is the conductivity, 

the particle vel.ocity. 

p the static charge density and V 
e 

The equation of motion for a linear elastic solid with the 

electromagnetic force included is: 

cJ!i? 
,P;;r. (/1."~-fiJ vw~,UJ + G v~ - - -+/~II~# {o) 
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where ;t and G are the Lame constants for an elastic solid and p 

is the material density. 

The system of units used is the m. k. s., or Giorgi system 

which is defined by Stratton ( 14). This system appears to be ac

cepted by most engineers and physicists although universal agree

ment certainly does not exist. The selection of a system of units 

is somewhat more important when two dynamical theories are com

bined. 

The general electromagnetic boundary conditions for a moving 

medium are obtained in reference (8) and are summarized here. 

The boundary is shown in Fig. 1 with the system of unit vectors 

which will be used. The tangential boundary conditions are: 

(r) 
Figure (1 ) : Boundary and 
system of coordinates . 

where the subscripts m, n, and t refer to the unit vectors, the 

superscript s refers to a surface quantity and the symbol/[Al h 
means the difference in the tangential component -Of A across the 

boundary. The conditions on the field components normal to the 

boundary are : 

/loll~ (Y) 

/!OJ/, =~ .r 



In most cases the normal component of the current must be con• 

tinuous, hence 

(/1) 
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also serves as a normal boundary condition. If the boundary is be• 

tween a solid medium and free space the velocity in all cases is 

that of the surface of the solid. The elastic boundary conditions 

are those of linear elastic theory. 

Ill. Restricted Equations and Boundary Conditions 

In general the total magnetic and electric fields will consist 

of a large statically applied field plus a small fluctuating part. 

Thus the total fields are given by: 

- - 4 !-1 - ~ f. fill) 

- - - (13) £ = ,c; -1- e 

These are inserted into equations ( 1} through {6) a system 

of nonlinear equations arises. To be consistent with linear elastic 

theory these equations are linearized by neglecting terms containing _ .... __,__ 
products of the small fluctuating quantities, such as vxh, Jxh, etc. 

In addition we note that the elastic wave velocities are such that 

they are small compared to the propagation velocity of any electro

magnetic quantities. Hence we ignore displacement currents, whl~h 

is accomplished by dropping the last term in equation (1). Also the 

rod to be investigated will be infinite in length and initially without 

static charge density, therefore no charge density may be built up 

within the medium and pe may be assumed to vanish. Therefore 

the governing equations now become: 



-• ,z' (/#.J 

17 A'? ~ a::r =- o r /..r.J 

6 

(/7) 

with the conditions that the electric and magnetic fields must have 

zero divergence. 

In the linearization of the boundary condition the surface cur

rents are assumed to vanish so that equations (7} through (11) be-

come 

/If y-v-r/ll~ .. o 

/!il ,_ -t7 ~ - 0 

1 prz .-..1JJ~ -o 

(Z y ir~/tJ ~ o 

/k.E ,t. ~ ir.ri{//, .. ~ ... 

(/'T) 

(IV 

( ::<'17) 

(.V) 
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where the last condition merely defines the surface charge and re

sults from equation (10) with 

where 

(N/) 

with the subscript o referring to the quantities in free space. The 

last term in equation (23) results from consideration of electro

magnetic theory of a moving mediwn.*' 

If these equations are to hold when the small fluctuating fields 

vanish then H and E must automatically satisfy their jwnp con-o 0 

ditions, i.e. 

/f/1,}~ 0 ~-

Hence equations (18) through (22) reduce to 

jte 'lVrdCJt = /Ill~ = jfo.f~ 

and 
-= (eyr/~), = o 

* Practically speaking a. ~ 0 and is included here only for the 

sake of completeness. This then becomes equivalent to the de

finition of the dielectric displacement given on page (59). 



Since the charge density within the body is zero the current 

equation (16) reduces these to: 

/17!1, 
j[~,r1l • 0 

0 

which are the linearized boundary conditions. 

IV. Statement of Problem 

(27) 

The propagation of pure torsional waves in a circular cylinder 

under the influence of an electromagnetic field is to be studied. 

The rod is taken to be infinite in length and the applied field con

stant in time, hence as stated previously no possibility exists for 

a build-up of static charge density within ~he medium. Also sur

face currents are ignored. Four cases are to be studied: 

Axial magnetic field: 

I. With an axial electric field. 

II. With vanishing electric field. 

Tangential magnetic field: 

III. With no electric field. 

IV. With an axial electric field. 

In cases I and II the applied magnetic field would be obtained 

from a solenoid of infinite length, hence the field is constant . The 

electric field is obtained by passing a steady state current through 

the rod. This electric field then induces a tangential magnetic field 

which must be considered. The rod in these two cases is solid and 

of radius b. The current density of the steady electric field is 

assumed uniform 

In the third and fourth cases the applied magnetic field would 

be obtained- by passing current down the outer conductor of a co-

8 



axial conductor and back along the center. This would necessitate 

a hollow rod and result in a magnetic field that varies as 1/r. 

The electric field would again be generated by passing a current 

along the rod and as before this would induce an additional tangen

tial magnetic field. 

Since this investigation is limited to pure torsional waves the 

displacement field of the rod is specified to contain only a tangen

tial component, i.e . ..11
6 

is the only nonvanishing component. This 

may be a function of the radial coordinate r, and the axial co

ordinate z, but the symmetry in the B coordinate rules out any 

dependence on this variable. This places rather strict restrictions 

on the modes that may be studied; however, it is felt that this 

method of approach will be more fruitful than a direct attack on 

the general problem which might well prove unmanageable in the 

end. 

In general even though the equations have been linearized they 

are still a system of partial differential equations, the straightfor

ward solution to which might prove a formidable task. Hence a pro

duct solution with harmonic variation in time will be sought. This 

reduces the governing equations to a system of linear ordinary dif

ferential equations . In particular, the small fluctuating quantities 

h ..,.._h-sue as J, , u, etc., will be assumed to be propagating in the 

z, or axial direction with harmonic time dependence. Therefore a 

general quantity will have the form 

(~Vj 

where we choose to study the case of the frequency 4J real and 

the propagation pararnenter Y may in general be complex. This 

approach was chosen by Chadwick (Z) and others (S); however, 
(1 7 9) . 

several authors ' ' have chosen the alternate approach of 

complex frequency. 

9 
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SECTION B: AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD 

I. Case I: Axial Magnetic Field with Axial Electric Field 

The geometry and coordinate system to be used are shown in 

Fig. 2. The applied fields H and E are constant and the tangen-z z 
tial magnetic field induced by the electric field is given by: 

outside } {31} 
inside 

Hence the applied fields within the rod are: 

+.:::aa 

Fig. 2. Solid rod with axial magnetic and electric fields . 



l l 

(XI) 

,. ,. -
where i , i and i are the unit vectors. 

r z e 

In addition the current must also have a static z-component: 

-where jT is the total current and j represents the fluctuating current. 

If equations (32) through (34) plus the assumed displacement 

field are intr~duced into the governing equations (14) through (17), 

and equation (28) is utilized the equations may be written out in 

component form as follows: 

/,.4s -,z;, -:::o 

, . /} a'~, . 
- ~ T "'!,~~ - ;;r.:;; ;£II 71: 0 

% j,(A.f-) -,r~ = 0 

/~ = o-(e., ~ /~ ~ 4) 

/til :: o-e.,· 

(.3f) 

(36) 

. 1// . fZZ? 6 , · . .c- ~ cr~~~ 7 = o 
/Ah~s. - ..t ""~ - crh~ ~" - ~ · 

r? / P'~ - ~c~j -1-~AJ~ ~ [ cr,c; .(-#~J =- 0 

~q-£i4.J".;. w 0 

(~Y) 
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From the third equation or z component of (38) for a non

vanishing electric field it is evident that j must vanish. This con
r 

dition naturally arises from the assumed displacement field of a 

pure torsional wave, that is, u = 0. From equation (35-r) this 
z 

condition also implies that hs must be zero, this in turn through 

equation (35-z) implies that jz must vanish. Finally the condition 

is reached where all of the induced quantities must vanish in order 

that the equations remain consistant. Hence we conclude that a 

pure torsional wave cannot propagate under the specified arrange

ment of fields. 

II. Case II: Vanishing Electric Field 

The other alternative left in equation (38-z) is to asswne that 

the electric field vanishes, which is the condition specified for 

case II. Under this assumptions the equations become: 

/r~ - /;, = o 
. ';/ Jl~ . 0 

-/'~A- p :c--
J~ JJ; u.#.J -/~ ~ o 

./re9 + i~~ : o 
. c~e* . A = ~ -/ r~ - o/A .,. ..,~~ C/ 

j; j;(4~) 1- /~~~ = 0 

/~ - o-(~ + .,~f6 4) 

/" cre9 
~* = ere~ 

/!{~ =o 

} 

lifl7~ -..#-~]j"'.v~?/10- () 
0 = 0 

, 
(JJ/ 

(~7) 
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In equation (38 1-r) if the magnetic field does not vanish, then 

j Q = 0, which leads through the remainder of the equations to the 

following conditions: 

.L4 :.:o /4 ~ -co ~ 
~ ,re-=-0 ~ €?p •o 

..4r =o 
/~ ~ ::-O e,r 

and the remaining equations are: 

.ir-4'. -/:, ~o } 
J; $,(4~) 'l~ -=o 

(7f) 

. c1e'* . 4. ,/ re.., - ;;,., t.J~ '8 -=o (-76'/ 

/_:, = cr{e_, f- ~~#,.4) J (97J 

.l ~ ~= o-e~ 

If the remaining components of the magnetic field and electric field 

are eliminated as well as jz, these equations may be reduced to 

the two equations 

which is a system of coupled second order, linear ordinary dif

ferential equations with non-constant coefficients. We also note 

that the two differential operators: 
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and 

are equivalent and hence denote it as 

(D/ 

Therefore the above equations may be rewritten in the form 

W/ 

(C) 

where 

(«< 

(/16) 

Equation (44) defines the "skin depth" of a conductor in an 

electromagnetic field; (45) the shear velocity of an elastic wave, 

and (46) a magnetic velocity. The latter may be shown to corre

spond to the Alfven wave speed in a fluid. It is also of interest to 

note that the electromagnetic energy density in this case is given by 

if the small contribution due to the fluctuating fields is ignored. 



Hence v 2 is the ratio of twice the electromagnetic energy 
m 

density to the material density. 

Now if the magnetic field vanishes in equation {42) it reduces 

to the elastic wave equation: 

(/t7) 

which has the solution 

f/tT) 

with 

A~= 
I 

1 5 

where J 
1 

( ;r 
1 

r} and Y 
1 

( )l.lr) are Bessel functions of the first and 

second kind of the first order. 

Likewise, equation (43) reduces to 

=o 

which has the solution 

with 

where I
1
(i\

2
r} and K

1
(.iit

2
r} are the modified Bessel functions ofthe 

first and second kind and of the first order. 

Hence we expect that, in general, equations (42} and (43} would 

have solutions of a similar form, that is, the entire character of 

the solutions would not be expected to change for a particular value 



of the parameter H • 
z 

(It is realized that this constitutes an as-

surnption, the validity of which will be shown.) 

16 

Suppose the solution to equations ( 42) and ( 43) are some combina

tion of Bessel Type functions. The only restriction that is placed on 

this function is that it obeys the Bessel function recursion relations: 

J (JIJ 
/ 

.< ~ (-;r) 

where E:%1 ( :<') is some Bessel Type function and the prime denotes 

differentiation with respect to the variable X. It is shown{lO) 

that this is true for linear combinations and products of both ordi

nary and modified Bessel functions. Therefore the form of the 

solutions is assumed to be: 

= 

Now, using the recursion relations (51), 

(..rJ) 

so that the system of differential equations may be reduced to the 

following system of algebraical ones: 
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l(~)~ 

and the necessary and sufficient condition that a nontrivial solution 

exists is the vanishing of the determinant. 

=o (.r.f'J 

-i{~J1(~ 

This can be rewritten, using the knowledge that the elastic 

boundary conditions may be satisfied by setting )! 1 = 0, in the 

following form: 

p/1 -1- [A~~ -(~)t.o~-.i t~{l f- (-v-"4)Jj ~~ 
- %--(~):( = 0 

This then constitutes the frequency equation for this case. The 

value of )l
2

, as well as /l 
1

, are determined through the boundary 

conditions. 

III. Restriction to a Perfect Conductor 

The limiting case of a perfect conductor will be introduced as 

it results in some rather simple expressions for the wave speed 

and will provide a means of comparing these results with those 

presented in the literature. However, a word of caution must be 
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injected as, if a perfect conductor is assumed, this physically im

plies that the induced currents become large, thereby inducing 

large magnetic fields and the entire process of linearization may 

no longer . be valid. With this possible restriction in mind equation 

(55) is rewritten by letting cr- oo, which implies c..,.. 0 in the 

following form: 

Since all quantities on the right hand side are real, y = pz and the 

velocity of propagation is given by 

and the damping coefficien~ is zero. This is the same result that 

Chadwick (Z) obtained for a shear wave traveling in an infinite me

dium. Hence just as in the pure elastic case the torsional wave in 

a solid rod travels with the shear velocity and is neither damped 

nor dispersed. 

IV. Boundary Conditions 

If the finite conductivity is retained, the boundary conditions 

must be applied to obtain further information from equation {55). 

It may easily be shown that for this displacement field the only 

remaining elastic boundary condition of a stress free surface to be 

satisfied is: 

If the form of assumed solution as given by equation (48) is re

tained, only the part containing J 1 (~r) remains, . since the condition 

of finite displacement at the center of the rod requires that the 

coefficient of Y 1 (;l,r) vanishes. Hence equation (58) may be 



written: 

which may be satisfied by 

Ji = o I 

As in the elastic case, a possible solution for this value of /11 is 

(6t:;) 

which leaves equation (53) and hence (55) unchanged. 

The boundary condition on the radial induced current is given 

by equation (27) as 

(6'/) 

and, as in the displacement solution, only the 1
1 

( ?t
2

r} term of 

equation (50} is retained. Therefore the boundary condition be-

comes: 

but 

for 

and equation {61 1} is: 

19 
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The first root of this equation is the trivial one of zero which 

implies that the induced current vanishes. The next root is (lJ). 

This corresponds to the lowest mode possible which is coupled 

to the electromagnetic fields and hence the first mode of interest. 

Selection of higher roots of equation (58 1) corresponds to modes 

that are highly damped and do not become important until the wave

length is much smaller than the radius of the rod. Likewise higher 

roots of equation (61 1 ) become important also under these con

ditions. These higher modes are equivalent to the second torsional 

mode in a solid elastic rod. The physical observation of this mode 

is extremely difficult. 

V. A Nwnerical Example 

For the purpose of illustrating the magnitude of the magneto

elastic effect a numerical example will be presented. Consider the 

following case which corresponds to an aluminum rod. 

-- /a.--, 

1' ... = ~(?"41 = /£04) 

8 = /0 o~VJ~ ."{ 

, . -z;; 2 = .z ?// r /(J ~ %cu. 
and 

First, the case of a perfect conductor will be considered. 

From equation (57) the change in the velocity of propagation is 
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/+ 

While this is capable of being measured experimentally a word of 

caution should be injected, namely that the assumed magnetic field 

is quite high and could only be obtained for a very short time. A 

more realistic value might be 1 weberfineter
2 

which would yield 

= 

the experimental measurement of which might justifiably be 

questioned. 

Introduction of finite conductivity results in the velocity of 

propagation becoming a transcendental function of not only the mag

netic field but also the frequency of the torsional wave. Therefore 

this mode will be dispersive as well as damped. This provides an 

excellent means of checking the theory by an experim,ent. If the 

same rod is considered and the numerical values are inserted into 

equation (55), the following results are obtained. Two values of /
2 

result; one corresponds to the mode of propagation that has been 

chosen for consideration; the other is a highly damped case with a 

very low velocity of propagation. For each of the 1 2 
there are two 

roots which correspond to the righward and leftward traveling waves, 

hence the four roots of equation (55) are accounted for . The results 

of numerical calculation of the wave speed are shown in Fig. 3. It 

should be noted that these calculations involve taking the difference 

of large complex numbers which are approximately equal; there-

fore the values presented are for the purpose of showing the trend only. 

Upon first inspection the effect of the electromagnetic field seems 

quite large, however, this plot is for the phase velocity and the follow

ing must be considered. The signal, or information in a wave will be 

propagated with the group velocity which is given by 
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Now if a plot of 7 versus tv is made the group velocity may be 

determined. Upon investigation for this case the group velocity is 

found to be given by the shear velocity for frequencies at or above 

100 kc and to fall off very rapidly to zero at approximately 50 kc. 

Therefore a lower limit on frequency is determined. Below this 

limit this mode will not propagate; most likely the pure elastic 

torsional wave would result. From 100 kc to 1 Me the group as 

well as phase velocity is given by the shear velocity. Above 1 Me 

the wavelength is shorter than the radius of the rod and higher 

modes would result. Hence if experiment measurements are to be 

made the range defined by Fig. 3 would be most useful. This type 

of behavior is quite similar to that found in waveguide problems. 

In passing it is worthwhile noting that the experimental 

measurements of reference {9) were made in the range of_ frequen

cies defined by Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Variation of phase velocity with frequency. 
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SECTION C: TANGENTIAL MAGNETIC FIELD 

I. Case Ill: Magnetic Field Only 

In the remaining two cases the applied magnetic field is tangen

tial and is given by: 

where I is the total current being carried by the coaxial conductor 

which supplies the magnetic field. 

The configuration to be considered and the coordinate system 

to be employed is shown in Fig. 4. 

-DC 

Fig. 4: Hollow rod with tangential magnetic field. 
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The governing equations are still given by equations (14) 

through ( l 7) and the displacement field is completely specified by 

the tangential component u 9 • Upon substitution of this plus equa

tion (63) into the governing equations, they become: 

ir4 - /.:r == 0 

-./p~ - 1f ';?~ = 0 

j;cftf-4//o) - /~ = 0 

iYe
9 

-r ~-~...1/;, c: 0 

-./Y e - cle.l!- + .i~P'~ = o , ';// cl/1 ,-

J'~kes) -r ./~-#~ == 0 

~ -. 
/ :;- ere 

§flo/~ = 0 

G[CT~ -J;~-~} ~41~ =o 
J Li' , 

J;7/7e/4 = 0 

(o#J 

.(6JJ 

The first and third equations of (67) imply that j = j = 0. This 
r z 

in turn through the remaining equations leads to the following con-

ditions which must be satisfied in order that the equations will be 

consistent. 

~ ::o 4 ~ =0 ~- 0 '.4 

~ _gt9 =0 eg , 
& /~ 

~ =(/ ~ e~ =o • 
/~=o 

and the remaining equations are: 
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Hence it is seen that the equations are not coupled in this 

case. In particular, equation (67) yields a purely elastic wave in 

a hollow cylinder, a problem which has been solved by Gazis(ll, ll) 

This case in itself hence is of no further interest. However, it 

will be instructive in the next case if the equation governing the 

electromagnetic wave is obtained. This is done exactly as before 

by elimination of the other variables and the equation is: 

(68') 

which has the solution 

where 

The boundary condition as given by equation (27) is: 

This is 

-41= 
A"J 

411!-IJ. 
quite similar 

( 7/) 

to the problem solved by Gazis except this 

involves modified Bessel functions with complex arguments. In his 



analysis of the simpler problem Gazis was forced to resort to the 

use of a digital computer, hence this case will not be pursued 

further, especially in view of the uncoupling of the elastic wave. 

II. Case IV: Axial Electric Field 

27 

The configuration for this case is the same as that shown in 

Fig. 4 except an axial electric field is applied. This field is given 

by: 

- (7~ 

and induces the following magnetic field within the conductor. 

Hence the total magnetic field is given by 

(7~) 

If these fields are introduced into the governing equations they be
come 

where 

~ 
=/ 

7 ~JT:o 

(7~ 

(??) 

(?W) 



analysis of the simpler problem Gazis was forced to resort to the 

use of a digital computer, hence this case will not be pursued 

further, especially in view of the uncoupling of the elastic wave. 

II. Case IV: Axial Electric Field 

27 

The configuration for this case is the same as that shown in 

Fig. 4 except an axial electric field is applied. This field is given 

by: 

(7~ 

and induces the following magnetic field within the conductor. 

Hence the total magnetic field is given by 

(7:1) 

If these fields are introduced into the governing equations they be
come 

(??/ 
where 
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The term on the left hand side of equation (77) represents a 

steady state stress due to the combined effects of the electromag

netic fields. Since the problem is linear it may be ignored in 

seeking the time dependent solution. Doing so, the equations are 

written in component form as: 

~·;r~ --,.r~ = 0 

-/r~ - 4_ · =-o 
'A a/4 /g (7#/ 

}f ;j(44,) "/"~ = 0 

/·r~ -~-~-~~ = o 
- . d'e~ . /} /ret, - ot#? -~- .,~~6' =-o (7.0 

Jf;;we,) .;./~~ =-o 

--. -,;' - o-e 

fls~; -1- cr4 #., = o 

C7[V~ -$ • ..u,Jy~~ ~cr4~-o (77/ 
'"'- . 
~//1 = 0 

The last of equation (77 1 ) implies jr = 0, which leads as before to 

the following set of conditions: 

4 ~ • 
~ =o fi =0 -=o 

..t4 ~61 =-o /6 w: €s 

4 =o ~ /~ =0 ~cO 
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The remaining equations are : 

~'r4:, -1- rf:!il • 
c/4 +-/6 =o (7#) 

/re9 -f .;~.;£ =-0 ] j; ;/; (4 e_) -1- ./~ ~ =o 
(7.0 

• /6 = cree (76) 

riff~ -If·~] 7w~ _:;prrL;.~ ::o (77/ 

Note that equations (74) through (76) are identical to the correspond

ing ones of the previous case, hence the equations of motion may 

be written down immediately. 

• - ./ rm 

Equation (78) is identical to the previous case and may be solved 

directly . The solution as given by equation (69) is 

with 

The coupling term of equation (79) is now determined and this 

equation may also be solved. The homogeneous solution is given 

by equation (48) as 
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with 

The particular solution is obtained by means of the general expres

sions for a particular solution of an ordinary differential equation, 

i.e. 

where if 

and 

the variable coefficients are given after some algebra by 

with 
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To obtain the complete solution integrals of the following form 

must be evaluated. 

-:;(' 

I= ../s- _..,(/s) I,f45)c/s 
~ 

where 

vi= / 

This indefinite integral involving a product of Bessel functions 

wit1 c omplex arguments is difficult to evaluate. In fact, the best 

that may conveniently be done is to expand one of the Bessel func

tions in an appropriate asymptotic expansion and integrate term by 

term. If this task is accomplished the boundary condition must be 

applied to obtain the numerical values of A 
1 

and ~ 
2

. Recalling 

that the task of evaluating /f 
1

, for the homogeneous case, which 

corresponds to case Ill, . required machine computation the full dif

ficulty of this problem will be recognized. It is therefore deemed 

an unwise course of action to pursue this problem in this manner 

any further. An alternative method to this general type of problem 

is suggested by Miles. (?) He studied the radial mode of vibration 

of a hollow rod as a shallow shell. Applying membrane theory he 

obtained a solution; however, even with this approach he was 

forced to res t rict the problem to one in which the hollow rod had 

zero hoop stress. 



SECTION D: CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this investigation may be summarized as 

follows: 

Case I. Solid rod with axial electric and magnetic fields. 
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It was found that a pure torsional wave that is coupled to the 

electromagnetic fields will not propagate under these conditions. 

Case II. Solid rod with axial magnetic field only. 

A pure torsional wave was found that will propagate over a 

restricted range of frequencies. Below this range the waves un

couple and the pure elastic torsional wave results. Above this 

range higher modes are introduced which are highly damped. 

Case III. Hollow rod witn tangential magnetic field only. 

The elastic wave and magnetic effects are completely un

coupled. 

Case IV . Hollow rod with tangential magnetic field and axial 

electric field. 

The equations of motion are obtained and the secondary coup

ling due to the magnetic field induced by the axial electric field 

is noted. The coupling in this case is not thoroughly investigated 

due to mathematical difficulties which arise. 

In general the effect of the magnetic field on a torsional wave 

is found to be quite small. Case II was found to be the most in

teresting from the viewpoint of a possible configuration for experi

ment investigation. However, if an axial displacement were per- . 

mitted as well as the pure . torsional displacement , Case I would 

become of equal importance. 
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